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Abstract
The English Braodside Ballad Archive strives to catalogue seventeenth century broadside ballads online into one extensive and searchable online database. EBBA allows easy access
to thousands of ballad from coveted collections all over the world. During my time at EBBA, I was involved in cataloging the newest collection from the National Library of Scotland.

Process
As a facsimile transcription transcriber, I was combining EBBA’s extensive transcriptions onto a grey-scaled version of a ballad image. To preserve the format of the ballad, it is
very important to keep the ballad’s original ornaments. These ornaments could include the decorative design separating a paragraph to woodcuts of varying sizes and detail. Next, I
would imitate the format and font of the original transcription text including black-letter to plain Times New Roman, white-letter to Italic Times New Roman, and italic white-letter to
Bold Italic Times New Roman. After the original text is replaced by the transcription text, I use the eraser tool to clear up any remaining harsh lines or discrepancies that take away
from the legibility of the transcription. The purpose of the facsimile trancriptions is to make the text more legible to a modern audience while maintinaing the ballads original form.
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Importance of Woodcuts
The illustrations on the ballads found in the archive are known as Woodcuts.
Printers in the 17th century would carve these woodcuts with varying arrays of
detail. Interestingly enough, many of these woodcuts were re-used, appearing in
multiple ballads as reoccurring figures throughout the centuries. Transcribers
working on the archive can often determine the age of the ballad from these
woodcuts and the known time period they were active or the fashion of the time
they were in use.
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Final Facsimile Transcription

Conclusion
The Work done at EBBA is highly
important to understanding the literature
and culture of the past. Ballads contain
information that is valuable to reserachers.
The massive amount of effort taken to
catalogue these ballads is unique to UCSB’s
EBBA.

